M-Pod

Work with us to create
the perfect acoustic, sound isolated
space for you
The Amadeus/B-Beng M-Pod was originally developed as
an easy to build, acoustically designed sanctuary for the
playing of musical instruments: from drums to piano,
trumpet to tuba and everything in between.
Its attenuation characteristics make
it equally suited for production, postproduction, broadcast and DJ tuition
and practice.
During the pod’s design development
process we asked scores of musicians
what we should consider.
The following examples are comments
that truly resonated with us and drove
the M-Pod’s design:
“When I am in the place, I want a sense of
well being both from an acoustic and
relaxed standpoint. I want to be able to
practice with the door closed without fear
of suffocation!”
“A place, a sanctuary even, where I can play any
instrument and I do not drive either my neighbours, or
family mad with the noise.”
“It should be able to go into a smallish space, either in my home, my garden or maybe a
garage.”
“It must be demountable so if I move I can take it with me.”
“I must be able to see outside, there has got to be a window.”
“Good quality but well priced!”
One of our very happy clients told us:
“The M-Pod is a truly awesome and ingenious product, totally worth every penny [a drummer’s
dream practice booth]. This product will definitely keep the neighbours - more importantly the
wife - extremely happy as I play long into the night at full pelt. Thanks Amadeus for the
delivery and installation of the M-Pod, greatly appreciate the fine work you are doing.
Another happy customer. All the best and thanks!”
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See it : Hear it : Touch it : Test it
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If you are interested in purchasing an M-Pod
we would be delighted to organise a trial for you.
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The techie bit:
• Free standing modular frame with no mechanical ties to your existing building. The M-Pod is composed of
a metal skeleton that has all the technology to create a comfortable and acoustically treated space.
It also includes an acoustically treated cable management system, separate column with electrical
controls, ventilation and anti-vibration base.
• Acoustic rating (sound transmission reduction) of between 38dB and 42dB. The M-Pod sits upon a
floating floor, rather than being mechanically secured, resulting in little chance of any floor-borne sound
transmission.
• Sound absorbing walls carefully constructed from a clever combination of acoustic material layers.
These layers dampen vibration, make the assembly simple and light, and give you a choice of
performance levels (one example: 3 sheets of drywall and 2 heat-bound polyester fiber sheets).
• Fully glazed, robust acoustic door with 33mm glass that sits in a steel frame covered in polyurethane
allowing plenty of ambient light to enter.
• Integrated air handling system contained within the steel frame. This includes air intake and stale air
extraction. As you enter the pod and switch on the LED lighting, you flick another switch for the air
handling. Activating the air also acts to pressurise the pod; this also assists in reducing sound both into
and out of the pod.
• Adjustable air exchange system to ensure a healthy environment (air extraction and air intake).
• Lights and electrical. The M-Pod works in complete autonomy with LED illumination and with an electrically
certificated system.
• Personalisation. Decorate your room as you wish; use our prints or your own design to make your M-Pod
unique. If you wish us to print a graphic of your own choice please provide us with a high resolution
electronic image (300dpi or greater).
• Internal acoustics. The materials used in the room are sound absorbing and guarantee the correct
acoustic environment for you to work and play musical instruments. All materials used provide the right
acoustic environment, are hygienic and aesthetically pleasing.
The M-Pod comes in three formats; the differences in dimensions and weight are shown below:
Model

Exterior
area
(m2)

Interior
area
(m2)

Interior
measurements
(m)

Frame
weight
(kg)

Door
weight
(kg)

Soundproof
material
weight
(kg)

Total
weight
(kg)

230 - 180

4.14

3.06

2.04 x 1.50 x 2.08

263

110

1164

>1550

230 - 230

5.29

4.20

2.05 x 2.05 x 2.08

277

110

1324

>1715

230 - 270

6.21

4.92

2.40 x 2.05 x 2.08

297

110

1474

>1885

230-180

230-230

230-270
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